
From: Peter FRANKLYN   
Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2020 12:49 PM 
To:  
Subject: Speed limit signage on 21st Sideroad 

Hi Jim 

I was referred to you by Travis Sandberg as someone who might be able to help me address a concern I 
have. 

I live on 21st Sideroad just east of Grey 2. 

Over the last year or so there has been a substantial increase in vehicular traffic on 21st SDRD. In 
addition it has become a very popular route for cyclists (of which I am one) and increasingly 
pedestrians/runners as well. 

I am very concerned about the speed at which vehicles travel on that road (which as you know is 
relatively narrow, without a paved shoulder or a centre line (likely because it is too narrow. It is 
certainly too narrow for a vehicle to pass a cyclist if there is oncoming traffic).  

There are also a number of hills on the road, hidden (or at least partially obscured) driveways, slow 
moving agricultural traffic, a busy veterinary clinic and at least one family with young children.  

Given the volume of traffic and the speeds at which vehicles are travelling I am concerned that it is only 
a matter of time before there is a serious accident. 

With the exception of a couple of 50km/h signs at the base of the hill west of the entrance to the Loree 
Forest, there is no signage indicating the applicable speed limit. 

I believe this lack of signage contributes materially to the high rate of speed at which much of the traffic 
travels on 21st SDRD. 

I would like to see additional 50km/h signage added in both directions along 21st SDRD. 

I would appreciate your input on how this can be done as expeditiously as possible. 

I'd be pleased to discuss this matter further with you and look forward to hearing from you at your 
earliest opportunity. 

Thanks in advance for your assistance. 

Best regards 

Peter Franklyn 

  



From: Peter FRANKLYN>  
Sent: Thursday, June 25, 2020 11:48 AM 
To:  
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Speed limit signage on 21st Sideroad 

Thanks for your reply. 

Unfortunately it does not address my concerns. 

I don't understand on what basis you think that 80km/h is, as you put it, the appropriate "natural speed" 
on 21st SDRD. 

It is undivided, relatively narrow, has no meaningful shoulder, has a narrow bridge, has multiple one- 
way only stop intersections (ie 6th Line and 7th Line), is heavily travelled by motor vehicles, cyclists (and 
is becoming increasingly so, consistent with TBM's objective of promoting a healthy, active outdoor 
lifestyle) and pedestrians -see photo attached. In my view maintaining a 80km/h limit on 21Sdrd is 
inconsistent with promoting this objective and poses unwarranted and unnecessary safety risks to both 
local residents and visitors using this road. 

  

I am at a loss to understand why you think it is appropriate that 21st Sdrd should have the same speed 
limit (ie 80 km/h) as say Grey Road 2 (which in fact is zoned as 50 km/h in the vicinity of Ravenna) or 
Hwy 26 ( in fact the latter has extensive sections where the speed limit is reduced to 60km/h even 
though the road is much wider than 21st Sdrd, is divided, has a generous paved shoulder as well as a 
wide gravel shoulder and is flat (unlike 21 Sdrd, which has many hills).  



A much more appropriate comparison is GR 119 between Banks and Ravenna which is close by and runs 
parallel to 21 Sdrd and has similar topography (although less steep with more flat sections and better 
visibility). 

Unlike 21 Sdrd it has a wider paved surface, is divided, has a wide paved shoulder for cyclists as well as a 
gravel shoulder. Most of it has max 60 km/h signage, with a portion signed as max 70 km/h just west of 
Banks (see attached photos). 

 

 



There already is 50 km/h signage on 21 Sdrd although it is limited to the section in the immediate 
vicinity of the entrance to the Loree Forest. I am simply asking that signage be extended/moved  (if the 
cost of adding an additional sign or two is too great- which I would find surprising) so that all of 21 Sdrd 
from GR 2 east to the Loree Forest entrance (less than 4km)  is appropriately designated a 60 km/h 
zone. 

I would welcome a follow up discussion with you and other responsible TBM staff to move this issue 
forward. 

Regards 

Peter Franklyn 
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